Literacy Teaching Toolkit Map - Foundation to Level 6

**Speaking and listening**
- Effective speaking and listening instruction
- Literacy focus
- Phonological awareness
- Vocabulary
- Pragmatics
- Purposeful listening
- Speaking and listening across the curriculum

**Writing**
- Effective writing instruction
- The four resources model for writing
- Literacy focus
- Phonological awareness and early writing
- The writing process
- Spelling
- Punctuation
- Handwriting
- Teaching grammar in context
- Genre in the primary curriculum

**Reading and viewing**
- Effective reading instruction
- The four resources model for reading and viewing
- Literacy focus
- Concepts of print
- Phonological awareness
- Phonics
- Word morphology
- Vocabulary
- Fluency
- Comprehension
- Literature
- Multimodal literacy
- Visual literacy
- Literacy across the curriculum

**Teaching practices**
- Accountable talk
- Extended talk and dialogic talk
- Teacher talk
- Discussions in the dialogic classroom
- Talk for writing
- Language experience
- Modelling through think alouds
- Readers’ theatre
- Reciprocal teaching

**In practice examples**
- Classroom talk techniques
- Interactive read alouds
- Picture chats
- Talk about texts
- Socratic discussions
- Dictogloss
- Frameworks for talk
- Role play and drama

**Teaching practices**
- Modelled writing
- Shared writing
- Interactive writing
- Guided writing / writing conferences
- Independent writing
- Language experience approach

**In practice examples**
- Teaching grammar in context
- Shared writing
- Spelling units
- Teaching and learning cycle: English across the curriculum

**Approaches to the teaching of writing**
- Teaching and learning cycle
- The writing workshop

**Key:**
- = English as an Additional Language (EAL) Content Available
- = Lesson Sequence
- = Video
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